ABSTRACT: "Breathing" metal−organic frameworks (MOFs) that involve changes in their structural and physical properties upon an external stimulus are an interesting class of crystalline materials due to their range of potential applications including chemical sensors. The addition of redox activity opens up a new pathway for multifunctional "breathing" frameworks. Herein, we report the continuous breathing behavior of a tetrathiafulvalene (TTF)-based MOF, namely MUV-2, showing a reversible swelling (up to ca. 40% of the volume cell) upon solvent adsorption. Importantly, the planarity of the TTF linkers is influenced by the breathing behavior of the MOF, directly impacting on its electrochemical properties and thus opening the way for the development of new electrochemical sensors. Quantum chemical calculations and Raman spectroscopy have been used to provide insights into the tunability of the oxidation potential.
INTRODUCTION
Metal−organic frameworks (MOFs) are crystalline porous materials formed by inorganic building units and organic linkers that find several applications such as gas storage and separation, sensing, and catalysis. 1 Although chemical makeup and robustness of MOFs have been key features in terms of possible industrial applications, during the past years there has been a growing interest in the design of flexible MOFs which undergo structural changes upon exposure to physical or chemical stimuli.
2−4 However, among the ∼70000 MOFs reported to date, only ∼100 exhibit flexible or "breathing" behavior in response to an external stimulus. 3, 5, 6 Typically, the reversible transformations in flexible MOFs occur through well-defined phase transitions between wide-pore and narrowpore forms, as exemplified by the case of MIL-53. 7, 8 On the contrary, MOFs exhibiting large flexibility without well-defined transitions are extremely rare. 5 This behavior is known as continuous breathing or "swelling", and the prototypical example of such behavior is the family of MIL-88. 9, 10 In both MIL-53 and MIL-88, the breathing behavior is driven by the rotation of the linkers with respect to the inorganic secondary building units (SBUs) based on a "kneecap" mechanism. However, there are not many examples in which the breathing motion is based on the flexibility of the ligand. 11, 12 Breathing MOFs are even more interesting if they are able to tune the physical properties upon structural changes since they could be exploited for sensing or chemical-reporting applications. Recently, Farha and co-workers presented a Zrbased breathing MOF with flexible pyrene ligands where the linker conformational modifications are reflected in changes in its optical properties. 12 On the other hand, redox-active MOFs 13 have attracted a great deal of attention due to their potential application in electrocatalysis, 14 electrochromic devices, 15 conductors, 16 and switches. 17 In particular, tetrathiafulvalene (TTF)-based MOFs are promising systems for the development of multifunctional materials due to the intrinsically redox, electron-donor, and conducting properties of the TTF ligand. 18−21 Along this line, Zhou and co-workers have demonstrated the reversible modulation of the breathing behavior of a TTF-based MOF upon oxidation and reduction of the TTF through modification of the linker's flexibility.
22
Very recently, we have reported a highly stable and TTFbased MOF, namely MUV-2 (MUV: Materials of University of Valencia), which shows a hierarchical crystal structure with mesoporous one-dimensional channels and orthogonal micro-porous channels. 23 This hierarchical MOF, based on 6-connected [Fe 3 (μ 3 O)(COO) 6 ] SBUs and tetratopic tetrathiafulvalene tetrabenzoic (TTFTB 4− ) ligands, shows high thermal and chemical stability, and has proven to be an efficient catalyst for the aerobic oxidation of dibenzothiophenes.
Herein, we report on the continuous breathing behavior of MUV-2 upon solvent adsorption by exploiting the flexibility of the boat-shaped TTFTB ligand (Figure 1 ). The reversible swelling of ca. 40% was studied in terms of cell dimensions between four different crystal structures of MUV-2(X), where X = 29, 31, 33, and 35, which were determined by single-crystal X-ray diffraction as well as by the effect of different solvents on the framework by powder X-ray diffraction. Interestingly, the cell volume of the crystal structures is directly related to the degree of bending or planarity of the TTFTB ligands. Otherwise, the dihedral angles of the TTFTB linkers have a direct influence on the ionization energy of the molecules and, therefore, on the oxidation potential of MUV-2, as confirmed by quantum chemical calculations of the energy associated with electron removal. The tunability of the electrochemical properties of MUV-2 based on the breathing behavior has been demonstrated to have potential application as an electrochemical sensor. This is the first example of how the breathing behavior promoted by guest inclusion and based on a flexible ligand can modulate the redox properties of a MOF.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2.1. X-ray Diffraction Analysis. MUV-2 was synthesized, washed, and characterized as previously described. 23 Singlecrystal X-ray diffraction data were collected at the I19 beamline facilities at Diamond Light Source (UK) that were used to determine four different isolated phases of MUV-2 during the breathing motion (see the Supporting Information). As previously reported, 23 the MUV-2 crystal structure is hexagonal (space group P-62m) and, on the basis of the connection of six Fe 3 O(COO) 6 SBUs and tetratopic TTFTB ligands, it can be simplified as a 3,6-connected network with ttp topology. 24 This non-interpenetrated structure shows hexagonal mesoporous channels of ca. 3 nm in diameter along the c-axis direction formed by 6 TTFTB linkers and 6 SBUs (Figure 2 ). On the other hand, microporous channels of ca. 1 nm formed by 2 TTFTB ligands and 2 SBUs are disposed orthogonal to the mesoporous ones.
The breathing behavior of MUV-2 was studied in terms of four isolated crystal structures determined by single-crystal Xray diffraction using synchrotron radiation, denoted as MUV-2 (29, 31, 33, and 35) in accordance with the a and b unit cell parameters ( Figure 3) . The crystal structure of MUV-2 is contracted and expanded through the ab plane, whereas the c cell parameter remains almost unaltered, retaining in all four structures the same symmetry (hexagonal) and space group (P62m). The as-synthesized structure, MUV-2(33) (Figure 3c ), shows a significant contraction upon drying treatment, providing the narrowest form, namely MUV-2(29) (Figure  3a) . Upon adsorption of different solvents, the unit cell gradually increases, obtaining intermediate crystal structures such as MUV-2(31) (Figure 3b) . The largest unit cell is observed using pyridine as guest, producing MUV-2(35) (Figure 3d ), in which three pyridines molecules are coordinated to the Fe 3 O(COO) 6 SBU replacing the three H 2 O molecules. The reversible continuous breathing behavior through the ab plane is based on the flexibility of the TTFTB ligands, becoming much more planar upon solvent adsorption, and also on the partial rotation of the Fe 3 O(COO) 6 SBUs. The shape of the pore changes from a triangle in MUV-2(29) to a hexagon in MUV-2(35), with a significant change of the distance between the calculated centroid of the CC central bond of adjacent TTFs (16.7 vs 29.5 Å, respectively) ( Figure  3 ) and a total expansion of ca. 40% in the crystal structure volume (9427 vs 13163 Å 3 ). 
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Article According to the single-crystal structures, the reversible expansion and contraction of ∼40% between MUV-2(29) and MUV-2(35) occurs primarily through the ab plane. This reversible expansion and contraction can also be observed using an optical microscope by exposing few desolvated single crystals of MUV-2(29) to pyridine solvent ( Figure S2 ). The exposure of the single crystals to pyridine produces a reversible expansion between 20 and 30% of the width of the crystal, in agreement with the crystal indexing, which reveals that mesoporous channels are oriented along the length of the crystal ( Figure S3 ). After evaporation of the pyridine solvent, the crystals recover the initial dimensions.
The evolution of the planarity of the TTFTB linker with the breathing behavior was analyzed by means of the dihedral angle (θ) formed by the two dithiole rings (planes S1−C1− C2−S2 and S3−C5−C6−S4) in the different crystal structures. The angles were found to be 69°, 54°, 41°, and 9°for MUV-2(29), MUV-2(31), MUV-2(33), and MUV-2(35), respectively (Figures 4 and S4) . Moreover, the torsion angles of S2−C3−S1−C1, which are also related to the degree of planarity of the TTF, 25 decreased when the cell volume was increased, with values of 32°, 26°, 17°, and 14°, respectively.
2.2. Breathing Behavior upon Solvent Adsorption. The powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) pattern of the activated material shows that the (100) peak appears at 2θ = 3.45°after solvent removal, in agreement with the contracted MUV-2(29) crystal structure. This peak shifts toward lower degrees after MUV-2(29) is soaked with different solvents during 24 h ( Figure 5 ). As also observed in MIL-88, 9,10 the breathing behavior is very selective, and the pore opening depends on the nature of the solvent. Strongly polar solvents such as pyridine, which is coordinated to the Fe 3 O(COO) 6 SBU replacing the water molecules, generate the largest pore opening with a PXRD pattern similar to the one simulated from the crystal structure of MUV-2(35). Otherwise, exposure to ethanol, water, toluene, and acetonitrile yields intermediate cell variations with PXRD patterns similar to the ones simulated from MUV-2(33) and MUV-2(31) crystal structures, thus showing a continuous breathing behavior. Interestingly, PXRD patterns with ethanol, water, and toluene show the presence of two principal peaks, which can be related to a decrease of symmetry. The different breathing behavior of the solvents can be explained by the coordination of the polar organic solvent molecules with the inorganic Fe 3 O(COO) 6 SBUs (as observed in the case of pyridine) or by weak interactions with the organic linkers, a behavior which is similar to that of the MIL-88 family. 9, 10 Moreover, the reversible swelling of MUV-2(35) was confirmed by heating the soaked material with pyridine obtaining the initial desolvated PXRD pattern ( Figure S5 ). It is important to note that the EPR spectra of MUV-2 in the different solvents do not show the presence of any signal related to TTFTB
•+ radical cation, indicating that the TTFTB moieties remain in the neutral state ( Figure S6 ). Moreover, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of MUV-2 in different solvents was performed to determine the amounts of solvent molecules included in the pores in each case ( Figure S7 ).
2.3. Quantum-Chemical Calculations. Based on the significant conformational changes of the TTF moiety 
Article observed in the different crystal structures, we aimed to analyze the impact of the TTF curvature on the electronic structure and redox properties of MUV-2. First, the minimum-energy structure of MUV-2 was obtained upon full ion and lattice relaxation under the density functional theory framework. The range-separated hybrid exchange-correlation HSE06 functional was employed along with the "Tier 1" numerical basis set using the FHI-AIMS package 26−28 (see the SI for full computational details). A high-spin configuration for the Fe atoms was adopted in line with the experimental evidence. 23 The optimized structure of MUV-2 ( Figure S8) Figure S9 ). The breathing behavior of MUV-2 must therefore be originated from long-range electrostatic effects (solvent polarity) and/or medium-range electron correlation effects (noncovalent interactions). 10 Analysis of the electronic density of states (DoS) indicates a small bandgap of 0.86 eV originated in the β-spin manifold (Figure 6a ). Projected DoS (PDoS) allows unequivocal assignment of the frontier crystal orbitals (FCOs): the highest occupied crystal orbital (HOCO) belongs to the organic TTF ligand, whereas the lowest unoccupied crystal orbital (LUCO) is localized in the inorganic cluster (Figures 6a and S10) . Visualization of the electronic eigenstate densities confirmed the nature of the FCOs with a HOCO (Figure 6b ) analogous to the highest occupied molecular orbital of TTF ( Figure S11 ) and a d-orbital HUCO localized on the Fe atoms (Figure 6c ).
These results suggest that reduction of the MOF must occur in the inorganic cluster, whereas oxidation processes will be centered in the TTF-based ligand. The spin density of the MUV-2 oxidized by one-electron per TTFTB ligand (unit cell with three positive charges) confirmed the electron density extraction from the TTF moiety upon oxidation ( Figure S12) .
To analyze the impact of the breathing motion into the electrochemical properties of MUV-2, experimental X-ray crystal structures were further employed to achieve geometries with variable TTF curvature (see the SI). The schematic representation of the FCOs versus the characteristic TTF boat dihedral angle θ shows a significant stabilization of 0.41 eV for the TTF-centered HOCO going from θ = 30.87°to 66.11°( Figure 7 ). This stabilization has already been reported in molecular systems containing the TTF unit, and is ascribed to an inefficient 6π-electron delocalization that disrupts its donor ability upon deviation from planarity. 29−31 Otherwise, the Fecentered LUCO remains practically unaffected upon TTF bending, with an energy range of [−4.30, −4.40] eV. As a result, an increase of >0.3 eV in the electronic bandgap is predicted going from MOF structures with a planar TTF to those with a highly curved ligand ( Figure 7) .
We took advantage of the localized nature of the HOCO into the π-conjugated TTF core to analyze the electrochemical properties of MUV-2 upon ligand bending by performing highlevel molecular calculations. The minimum-energy structure of the TTFTB moiety in its neutral (fully protonated) form was obtained at the DFT-PBE0/cc-pVDZ level of theory in the gas phase ( Figure S11 ). Starting from this geometry, a relaxed scan was performed at the same level by varying the characteristic TTF boat dihedral angle. Theoretical calculations predict a small energy penalty upon boat bending, with a large conformational space 0°< θ < 80°accessible within 5 kcal/ mol ( Figure S17 ). Initial analysis of the molecular orbitals indicates a significant stabilization of the TTF-centered highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) upon bending (from −4.93 eV at θ = 4.84°to −5.69 eV at θ = 87.34°; Table S4), in good accord with the solid-state calculations (Figure 7) .
The first ionization potential (IP) of the TTFTB ligand was then calculated along the relaxed scan to estimate the effect of the breathing motion into the oxidation potential of MUV-2 
Article (see the SI). As shown in Figure 8 , the IP of TTFTB monotonically decreases upon planarization (6.60 eV at θ = 87.34°vs 6.08 eV at θ = 37.61°). It is well-known that the TTF unit planarizes upon one-electron oxidation. 32, 33 However, the effect in IP due to the strained rigidity of the ligand in MUV-2 is calculated to be only of 0.10 eV at the minimum-energy boat dihedral angle θ = 35.72°(adiabatic IP = 5.97 eV). Further planarization of the ligand leads to a small decrease of IP, with the lowest value of 5.95 eV at θ = 4.84°. Theoretical calculations therefore predict a significant change in the electrochemical properties of MUV-2 upon swelling, with a systematic increase in ease of oxidation upon planarization of the TTFTB ligand.
2.4. Electrochemical Properties. Encouraged by the theoretical results demonstrating the influence of the breathing motion on the electrochemical properties of MUV-2, solidstate cyclic voltammetry (CV) and differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) of MUV-2 were performed in different solvents ( Figure 9 ). We have previously reported the CV of MUV-2 in CH 3 CN up to 1.6 V (vs Ag/AgCl), which showed a reversible redox peak attributed to the reduction process of Fe 3+ /Fe 2+ around −0.9 V, but no peak related to the oxidation of the TTFTB linkers was observed. 23 Upon increasing the potential up to 3 V, the CV of MUV-2 shows an irreversible redox peak at 2.2 V, which can be attributed to the oxidation process of the TTFTB units (Figures 9 and S20) . To investigate the relationship between the Fe and TTFTB moieties, the Randles−Sevcik equation 34 was used to determine the Fe/TTFTB molar ratio, which was found to have a value of 1.8. This value is close to the formula of MUV-2 (two Fe 3 O SBUs per three TTFTB linkers).
The solid-state CV of MUV-2 in pyridine shows that the formal redox potential assigned to the oxidation of TTFTB significantly decreases, and two irreversible redox waves were observed at 1.02 and 1.16 V attributed to the two oxidation processes of TTFTB to TTFTB
•+ and TTFTB 2+ , respectively (Figures 9 and S20 ). These oxidation potentials are closer to those reported for other TTF-based MOFs. 19 The decrease of the oxidation potential of MUV-2 when using pyridine as solvent can be explained by the increased planarity of the TTFTB linkers, which significantly decreased the ionization potential as demonstrated by the theoretical calculations. Interestingly, when using a solvent such as DMF, which produces an intermediate degree of swelling and planarity of the TTFTB ligands, the formal oxidation potential is slightly higher than that in pyridine (1.40 V) (Figures 9 and S21) . Hence, the electrochemical properties of MUV-2 can be modulated by the solvent-induced breathing behavior.
Based on the idea that the electrochemical properties can be tuned by the effect of the different solvents on the breathing behavior, DPV measurements of MUV-2 in CH 3 CN were performed in the range of 0−2.4 V after addition of consecutive aliquots of pyridine ( Figure 10) . The oxidation peak which initially appears at 2.2 V gradually shifts toward lower potentials when pyridine is added, in agreement with the lower ionization potential of MUV-2 when it is soaked with pyridine due to planarization of the TTFTB linker. After 
Article addition of 100 μL (1% v/v) and 300 μL (3% v/v) of pyridine, the oxidation potential moves to 2.0 and 1.8 V, respectively. Moreover, we also observe the appearance of new peaks in the range of 1.0−1.5 V, which are close to the oxidation peak of MUV-2 using exclusively pyridine as solvent (Figure 10 ). The presence of numerous peaks indicates different degrees of breathing behavior probably due to diffusion effects. In addition, CV measurements performing the same procedure ( Figure S23 ) also show a gradual shift of the oxidation peak toward lower potential. Thus, consecutive addition of pyridine induces the expansion toward MUV-2(35) form and the consequent planarization of TTFTB linkers producing significant changes in its electrochemical response.
Motivated by the idea of isolating the oxidized MOF (ox-MUV-2) to study the pore opening of the system, we oxidized MUV-2 deposited on the electrode applying a constant potential (1.8 V using DMF as solvent, or 1.1 V using pyridine as solvent). EPR spectra demonstrate that the TTFTB linkers were oxidized to TTFTB
•+ in agreement with the presence of the typical signal for the radical cation species centered at g = 2.006 ( Figure S25 ). However, the PXRD pattern shows that crystallinity is decreased ( Figure S26 ), and IR spectra suggest that some of the TTFTB linkers are uncoordinated to the metal due to the presence of bands at 1691 cm −1 assigned to free CO groups ( Figure S27 ). This suggests that an irreversible decarboxylation upon oxidation is produced related to the Kolbe reaction, as it has been observed for other TTFbearing carboxylic moieties. 35, 36 Some electrochemical studies performed on different TTF-bearing carboxylic acids suggest that a decarboxylation process occurs only during the second oxidation step (the formation of the dication species), which is irreversible. 37 In the case of MUV-2, it is not possible to control the oxidation up to the radical cation state since the two oxidation peaks are very close.
2.5. Raman Spectroscopy. The vibrational fingerprint of MUV-2 can provide structural information on the dynamics and of the structural changes in the interior of the pores under a variety of conditions. 38, 39 Hence, a complete study of the vibrational Raman properties of desolvated MUV-2, upon solvation with pyridine, acetonitrile, and DMF (py-MUV-2, ACN-MUV-2, and DMF-MUV-2) and electrochemically oxidized (ox-MUV-2) has been carried out with two different Raman laser excitation lines (633 and 785 nm, shown in Figure  11 and Figure S28 , respectively).
The 785 and 633 nm Raman spectra of the desolvated sample are dominated by the presence of three main bands in the 1650−1400 cm −1 interval: the band at 1607 cm −1 (i.e., due to the CC stretching vibration of the benzene moieties), the band at 1540 cm −1 (i.e., assigned to the CC stretching mode of the TTF moiety), and the broad band at 1413 cm −1 (i.e., arising from the stretching modes of the carboxylate groups). See Figures S18 and S19 for the simulated Raman spectra. Importantly, the relative Raman intensity pattern of these bands consists of the strongest band at 1413 cm −1 followed by the band at 1607 cm −1 with medium intensity. In the case of the electrochemically oxidized ox-MUV-2, the spectral intensity pattern in the 1650−1400 cm −1 interval is reversed compared with the unoxidized material, with the strongest feature now at 1607 cm −1 and those at 1440−1400 cm −1 as medium bands. In addition, two new weak bands appear at 1501 and 1438 cm −1 , which are assigned to those Raman modes in the oxidized TTF moiety that result from the frequency softening of the CC stretching modes upon oxidation of the TTF unit.
Solvation causes structural changes that make their Raman spectra resemble that of the oxidized material. This is inferred by the relative intensity pattern of the bands at 1607 (strongest) and 1440−1400 cm −1 (medium), and by the appearance of new bands at 1501 and 1440−1410 cm −1 in the solvated samples in analogy with the Raman spectrum for ox-MUV-2. Since oxidation of TTF produces its backbone planarization, the spectral similitude with the solvated materials indicates that solvation also produces the planarization of the TTF unit of MUV-2. Looking more in detail to the 1440−1400 cm −1 region of the solvated samples, significant differences are found between the spectra. Whereas four peaks are observed for py-MUV-2, a main band with two shoulders is resolved in ACN-MUV-2 (for DMF-MUV-2 the solvent bands prevent further comparisons). It seems that the spectral changes in this region are less marked for ACN-MUV-2 than for py-MUV-2 (one peak in the former and four peaks in the latter), revealing that adsorption of acetonitrile induces smaller changes in the Raman spectra. This is in perfect agreement with the structural features obtained by X-ray diffraction.
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have reported the continuous breathing behavior of a TTF-based MOF, namely MUV-2, which shows up to 40% of a reversible expansion upon solvent adsorption. Interestingly, the planarity of the TTF linkers is influenced by the breathing behavior as demonstrated by single-crystal X-ray diffraction and Raman spectroscopy. Theoretical calculations show that the degree of planarity of the TTF ligands has a direct influence on the electrochemical properties and the tunability of the oxidation potential of MUV-2 upon adsorption of solvents. These results open the way to develop new electrochemical sensors based on the breathing behavior and new materials with pore opening control upon application of electrochemical potential. 
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